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According to studies of a toxicity for nanomaterials such as titanium oxide, there is a report that the smaller particles have a stronger toxicity under a same weight condition, especially those toxicity is correlated to surface area of particles.

On the other hand, the oxidative potential has been measured by institutes in EU and USA as an important chemical properties of particles.

Therefore, we investigated the correlation between oxidative potential of PM (particulate matter) which were exhausted from vehicles and PM weight, surface area, and particle number. The oxidative potential of PM separated into some particle diameters was measured by means of the DTT (dithiothreitol) assay. The surface area was calculated from the particle size distribution by EEPS (engine exhaust particle sizer).

At first, we found that there was good correlation between oxidative potential of PM exhausted from diesel and petrol and PM weight, and total surface area of particles as well. However, there was no correlation with particle numbers.

Secondary, it was estimated that a contribution of sub-23nm particle to oxidative potential of PM was 10% or less in the result of evaluation for the surface area of whole and below 23nm particles.

On the other hand, generally, it is said that smaller particles tend to be coagulated each other. Therefore, there may be a possibility that nanoparticles exhausted from vehicles coagulate as well.

Then, it was investigated the coagulation of nanoparticles exhausted from vehicles in saline solution which was under a condition of neutral pH. Actually, it was confirmed that the exhausted nanoparticles coagulated from 100 nm or less to 3 micrometers in the solution.

In conclusion, though it was a limited condition, the findings were obtained as follows.
1. The oxidative potential of particulate matters is able to be explained weight and surface area of particles but no relation to particle numbers.
2. The oxidative potential of sub-23nm particles against for total is 10% or less.
3. Exhausted nanoparticles have the possibility of being easy to coagulate in solution.
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**What is PM characteristic relevant to the oxidative potential?**

1. **Oxidative Potential vs Mass, Surface or Number of PM**
   - PM mass (≈ surface area) is correlated with the oxidative potential

   ![Graph showing correlation between PM mass and oxidative potential](image)

   - **Mass**: $R^2 = 0.7993$
   - **Oxidative potential**: DTT assay
   - **Dispersibility**: laser diffraction/scattering

2. **Dispersibility of PM in aqueous solution**
   - Exhausted nanoparticles are agglomerated in saline solutions
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**PM mass (≈ surface area) is correlated with the oxidative potential**

- **Mass**: $R^2 = 0.7993$
  - **ALL**
  - **50nm**
  - **200nm**
- **Number**: Not related
  - **ALL**
  - **50nm**
  - **200nm**
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**Exhausted nanoparticles are agglomerated in saline solutions**

- **Experimental conditions**
  - PM: Diesel engine out
  - PM classification: DMA
  - Oxidative potential: DTT assay
  - Dispersibility: laser diffraction/scattering